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Book or Poem Title
Selected Tier 

II Words
Kid Friendly Definition

Related 

Words
Additional Tier II 

Words

remote
a place that is located away from the populated 

areas; distant

out-of-the-way  

isolated

nomadic

describes a person or people who are part of a 

tribe or group that moves from place to place 

without a permanent home

roaming  

wandering

diplomatic

A person who doesn't take sides in a fight but 

who instead helps others to resolve their 

differences

era
a period of time in history, it often begins or 

ends with an important event

time              

period               

dynamic full of energy
active         

energetic

ogled to look or stare at
gawk              

stare

united joined or made to act like a whole combined

establish to bring into being, to put in place create   

ensure to make certain guarantee

14 Cows for America 

(Carmen Agra Deedy)

injustice                    

provoked                    

blessing                        

knoll                               

Lives of the Presidents 

Fame, Shame (and What 

the Neighbors Thought)   

(Kathleen Krull & Kathryn 

Hewitt)                 

*Franklin D. Roosevelt 

pages 55-57 

pheasant                

assassination               

staggered                    

amiable

We the Kids: The 

Preamble to the 

Constitution of the United 

States (David Catrow)

justice                         

domestic                  

ordain                       

posterity                    

tranquility
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 hailed        to welcome or greet
salute          

receive

motto
a short saying used as a reminder of a belief or 

rules of behavior
slogan

havoc ruin or devastation chaos

slogan
a short phrase used to state a principle, political 

message, advertisement
motto

opponents
one who fights, plays, or tstands against 

another
competition

spectators person that watches an event
witness        

observer

foreign in or from a country that is not one's own
unfamiliar          

strange

crimson deep red maroon

reverent showing or feeling respect
admiring      

obedient

Poem: "The Flag Goes By" 

by H.H. Bennett 

blare                    

weary                            

awe 

The Star-Spangled Banner 

(Francis Scott Key)

dawn                    

twilight                        

desolation            

mists                  

haughty              

So You Want to Be 

President?  (Judith St. 

George)

adversaries          

quipped                   

mutton                         

homely         
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